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Important message to readers
who are not addressees
Should any person who is not an addressee of this report obtain access to and read this report, by reading this
report such person accepts and agrees to the following terms:
1. The reader of this report understands that the work performed by PwC Consulting Services UK Ltd was
performed in accordance with instructions provided by our commissioning client and was performed
ex clusively for our addressee client’s sole benefit and use.
2. The reader of this report acknowledges that this report was prepared at the direction of our commissioning
client and may not include all procedures deemed necessary for the purposes of the reader.
3. The reader of this report acknowledges that this research was commissioned by, but is independent of our
commissioning client; does not constitute regulatory guidance or rules and is being used as part of a wider
ev idence base in considering the role of Rent To Own within the High Cost Credit market.
4. The reader agrees that PwC Consulting Services UK Ltd, its partners, principals, employees and agents
neither owe nor accept any duty or responsibility to it, whether in contract or in tort (including without
limitation, negligence and breach of statutory duty), and shall not be liable in respect of any loss, damage or
ex pense of whatsoever nature which is caused by any use the reader may choose to make of this report, or
which is otherwise consequent upon the gaining of access to the report by the reader. Further, the reader
agrees that this report is not to be referred to or quoted in any document and not to distribute the report
without PwC Consulting Services UK Ltd.’s prior written consent.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Glossary of Terms
Throughout this document, the following terms are used:
RT O
Rent to own
RT O retailer
RTO retailers offer a range of household goods on a hire-purchase basis, where consumers typically make
weekly repayments over one to three year terms
Accepted customer
A consumer who has applied to a rent to own retailer to purchase a product and has had their
application accepted.
Accepted customers rep
A representative sample of Accepted customers who had their application accepted in the last 2 years.
Declined applicant
A consumer who has applied to a rent to own retailer to purchase a product and has had their
application declined.
Declined applicants rep
A representative sample of Declined applicants who had their application declined in the last 2 years.
Walkaway
A consumer who has been in contact with a rent to own retailer to purchase a product an d decided to walk away
from the process prior to completing their application.
Former customer
A consumer who applied to a rent to own retailer two or more years ago to purchase a product, had their
application accepted and has finished paying for their product. They have not taken out another RTO
agreement since then. They may also have returned their product.
Participants
Collective terms to describe people who took part in this research project.

1.2. Background
The FCA issued a Call for Input 1 in November 2016 that asked for views and evidence on potential areas of
concern in the high-cost credit sector. Following this, in July 2017 the FCA published its Feedback Statement 2
that set out the priorities for a review of the high-cost credit sector. In this they identified the Rent To Own
sector to look at in greater detail during the next phase of the review.

1

h t tps://www.fca.org.uk/publications/calls-input/high-cost-short-t erm-credit-price-cap

2

h t tps://www.fca.org.uk/publications/feedback-statem ents/fs17-2-high-cost-credit
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In May 2018 the FCA announced that they believed a case was made, prima facie, to consider the introduction
of a price cap3. Primary consumer research was needed to help inform the FCA’s analysis of the impacts of any
potential pricing intervention to be used alongside evidence provided by firms and their analysis of credit
reference agency data. This quantitative research builds on qualitative research4 , also conducted by PwC
Research, in early 2018.

1.3. Objectives
The overall objective of the research was to establish consumers’ use, experience and understanding of the Rent
To Own market and compare outcomes for consumers who have been accepted or declined fo r RTO services.
Specifically, the research aimed to establish:


The impact of the high costs of RTO on customers and their perspectives on the product



What declined applicants and walkaways do instead of using RTO



How current and former RTO customers feel about their decision to use RTO

1.4. Methodology
Sam ple sourcing
Customer data was obtained from the principal providers of RTO in the UK, using the FCA’s regulatory powers.
Design and testing
A new questionnaire was developed for this research project, using key question areas suggested by the FCA as
the initial starting point. The PwC Research and FCA project teams then worked together to develop the
questionnaire further. The questionnaire was reviewed by the team involved in the qualitative research
conducted earlier in 2018 and a small amount of cognitive testing was completed before fieldwork started, to
check that the language used was consumer friendly and the questions were clear. A soft launch was then
implemented to pilot the survey with a small number of respondents. The survey was then halted while the PwC
Research team carried out a full review to confirm the questionnaire was working as intended.
Quantitative research – Phase one
The fieldwork was conducted via telephone with an option for participants to switch to an online version of the
survey if preferred. In phase one, telephone interviews were conducted with a representative sample of
Accepted customers and Declined applicants. Controls were applied so that the proportion of Accepted
customers and Declined applicants participating in an interview matched this profile. Potential participants
were then screened out if they claimed not to have bought a product or considered buying a product from a rent
to own retailer. In total, 1,012 surveys were completed in this phase.
Quantitative research – Phase two
In the second phase of fieldwork an additional group of consumers (Walkaways) were identified by the FCA and
the decision was taken to add them to the survey process. The fieldwork for this group was also conducted via
telephone with an option for participants to switch to an online v ersion of the survey if preferred. Screening
criteria was set, so that only those who had had considered getting a product from a rent to own retailer were
allowed to complete the survey. A total of 251 surveys were completed in phase two.
Ov erall, 1,263 completed surveys were achieved across phase one and phase two.

3

h t tps://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp18-1 2.pdf

4

h t tps://www.fca.org.uk/publication/research/usage -and-experiences-of-high-cost-credit-consumer-research-report.pdf
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Follow up qualitative teledepths
On completion of the quantitative research and analysis a number of participants took part in a telephone
interview in order to understand their RTO experience in more detail. These were identified as representative
of customers whose responses indicated that they had been through very similar experiences. In total nine
teledepths were conducted and a number of these developed into case studies that were then added to
this report.
The quantitative questionnaires can be found in the Technical Annex published alongside this Narrative Report.
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2. Summary
RTO customers and applicants were more financially vulnerable
than the population as a whole
The majority (around two thirds) of Accepted customers and Declined applicants were not employed and had
household incomes of under £18,000 per year. Few had access to ready cash and half were struggling to keep on
top of their bills and credit commitments with a quarter missing some form of non RTO payment (e.g. council tax,
utility bills) in the last six months. Walkaway customers were in a slightly better position with higher levels of
employment and income, greater awareness of their debts and a slightly more proactive approach to debt issues.

Most RTO customers/applicants felt that they did not have other
immediate credit options available to them and often believed RTO
was their only option for purchasing
There was little shopping around – only 28% of Accepted customers considered purchasing their product from
elsewhere and just 13% specifically considered an alternative payment method. When prompted to think back
to the options available to them at the time of purchase, half (51%) of Accepted RTO customers claimed to have
no other payment options open to them. For those that did have other payment options available to them, most
would have relied on saving up (26%), or borrowing money/selling something (20%) to fund their purchase
elsewhere. Only 17% mentioned being able to use a debit card/cash and just 7% a credit card. The results
indicate that the majority of Accepted customers had few v iable alternative payment or credit options available
to them, particularly if they felt the need to make an immediate purchase.
There was a similar picture for Declined applicants. Half bought their product elsewhere when they were
declined by the RTO and in the main funded this by saving up or sourcing funds/product from friends/family.
One third of those buying elsewhere paid by cash/debit card but v ery few were able to access a different line of
credit (3% credit card, 3% flexible payment agreement, 3% catalogue credit). Among those who went without
the product after being declined, the majority (69%) said that they thought the RTO retailer had been their only
option for purchasing this product.
The majority of Walkaways (69%) bought their product elsewhere after considering purchasing from the RTO
retailer. Again there was a reliance on saving up or sourcing funds/product from friends/family and just over a
third used cash/debit cards (38%). Walkaways were more able to make use of credit such as a flexible payment
agreement (8%) or credit card or store card (6%) compared to Declined applicants but it appears that these
credit options are still only accessible to a minority.

RTO customers and applicants were focused on weekly repayments
rather than the overall cost
Two factors were particularly important for Accepted customers when considering their RTO agreement –
keeping weekly repayments down (49%) and simply being accepted (30%). Keeping the overall cost of accessing
the product down was a not a key consideration (15%).
The majority (80%) of Accepted customers claimed to be aware of the length of time over which they agreed to
spread their payments, and awareness of the weekly repayment sum was also high, with 86% of Accepted
customers being able to state the amount they believe they repay per week.
This contrasts starkly with awareness of the overall cost of their product. Only 44% of Accepted customers were
able to state the total amount they believed they would have to pay ov erall. In fact when asked how important
each factor was to them, 83% claimed the weekly repayment amount was important compared to 60% for the
ov erall product price.
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There was evidence that Declined customers placed even more importance on weekly repayments with 33%
say ing it was why they initially chose to go to an RTO retailer rather than elsewhere (compared to 22% 0f
Accepted customers).

A sizeable proportion of RTO customers did not understand the
benefit of making larger weekly repayments
Ov er half (58%) of Accepted customers claimed they could have increased their weekly repayments if they
needed too. However, this must be considered in the context that Accepted customers were seen to have
ov erconfidence in their ability to keep paying and exhibited projection bias – underestimating the possibility of
change – which hampered customers’ attempts to assess affordability.
Awareness of the positive impact repaying more per week would have was mixed. While most understood that
pay ing more per week would mean they would pay the money back faster (68%), only 37% made the link that
this would mean they would pay less in total interest.

The majority of customers were aware that RTO agreements were
more expensive overall than other methods of payment
Despite low awareness of the specific overall product prices, there was an understanding that costs will be
higher at an RTO retailer. When buying their product from their RTO retailer, 83% of Accepted customers
believed that it would be at least the same or more expensive than buying the product elsewhere (22% the same,
61 % more expensive).

However, many were not aware that the basic product price at the
RTO retailer was more expensive than elsewhere
Nearly two in five customers did not look at the product price (defined as the basic price before any extra cost
such as interest or delivery charges are added on). Of the 62% who had looked at the product price, 41% were
aware that it was more expensive than a similar product elsewhere – this was equivalent to 26% of all
Accepted customers.

Given their lack of alternative options, most Accepted customers felt
that choosing an RTO retailer for this product purchase was the best
available option for them at the time
Just over four in five (83%) of Accepted customers believed that it was for the best that the RTO retailer
approved their application. The same proportion (83%) believed they would have been adversely affected if they
had gone without their product. This rose to 94% for those who purchased White Goods and 91% for those who
purchased Furniture.
Similarly, Declined customers who went without their product were more likely to believe it would have been
better if their application had been approved (64%).

However, one in five Accepted Customers now regret their decision
to buy from an RTO retailer. In addition, those who ended up buying
their products elsewhere believe it was for the best
One in fiv e Accepted customers regret buying their product from an RTO retailer. This is closely linked to
ex periencing difficulties making repayments, having to cut back on spending elsewhere and receiving a worse
deal than they expected.
40% of Declined applicants who bought their product elsewhere thought it would have been better if their RTO
application had been approved.
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3. Accepted customers
3.1. Profile of research participants
The demographic profile of Accepted customers interviewed is illustrated in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1: Demographic profile of accepted customers

Base: Accepted customers rep (498)
Accepted customers were more likely to be female with a broad spread across the age groups. The majority
(64%) were not employed and over two thirds (67%) of those who stated their household income said that it was
under £18,000. Few have access to ready cash – over half (59%) had no savings and only 9% said they had
sav ings of £500 or more.
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3.2. Financial situation
Accepted customers claim to be organised and saving where possible but around one quarter admit to
undisciplined behaviour, for example ignoring letters or phone calls in case they are to tell them that they owe
money or buying things they can’t afford and regretting it later.
Figure 2: Agreement with statements about money management

Base: Accepted customers rep (498)
One half of Accepted customers were struggling to keep on top of their bills and credit commitments including
1 5% who were falling behind with these commitments.
Just over a quarter (27%) of Accepted customers had missed a non-RTO payment, such as a utility bill or
council tax payment in the last six months and nearly a third had experienced emotional problems such as
anx iety and stress due to their financial difficulties.
It is clear that most Accepted customers have low incomes and many are struggling with their finances. For one
in eight (12%) this had reached a serious point and they had sought financial help from a professional debt
management or advice organisation in the last six months.

3.3. Product purchased
Accepted customers were most likely to be seeking Electronics (34%) followed by White Goods (29%),
Computers/Phones (21%) then Furniture (15%). The most purchased individual products were TVs (23%),
washer/dryers (13%), mobile phones (11%) and sofas (11%).
Nearly half of Accepted customers (44%) wanted this new product because their previous product h ad broken.
This was followed by a third (33%) who wanted a better or newer version and 20% who did not already have
this type of product.
Linked to the high proportion replacing broken products, 67 % claimed the product was one they could not have
gone without. Replacing a broken product was most common for those seeking white goods and these products
were also more likely to be claimed as essential compared to other products. 90% of Accepted customers who
purchased white goods claimed it as a product they could not have gone without.
83% of Accepted customers believed they would have been adversely affected if they had gone without their
product. This rose to 94% for those who purchased White Goods and 91% for those who purchased Furniture.
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The majority (90%) of Accepted customers purchased the type of product they had planned to buy. However
one fifth bought a more expensive model than what they were initially looking for. The largest reason given for
buying a model that was different to their intended model was because they wanted that version (31%),
although 17% said that staff had suggested that version.
Nearly a fifth (19%) of Accepted customers purchased a refurbished or returned product. Of these, just over
three quarters (7 6%) received a price reduction for purchasing a refurbished or returned product. In all, 16%
regretted their decision to buy a refurbished product.
Four in five (83%) of Accepted customers purchased at least one additional extra with their product. 71%
purchased insurance for theft and accidental damage, 55% a warranty for service cover and 31% paid for
delivery or installation of their product.

3.4. Accepted customer journey
Few Accepted customers are shopping around – only 28% considered purchasing their product from elsewhere.
Of these, the majority (80%) considered a high street store/online retailer.
Those considering buying elsewhere were more likely to say that a low overall cost was their key priority (32%).
They were also more likely to have applied for their product online (35%), to be buying furniture (35%) and to
believe their product was an essential item to them (29%).
Figure 3: Considered buying product elsewhere and from where

Base: Accepted customers rep (498)

Base: Accepted customers rep who ‘considered buying their
product from elsewhere' (137)

Only 1 3% of Accepted customers actively considered using an alternative method of paying for their product, of
these, saving up (7 %) and cash/debit card (6%) were mentioned most frequently.
When specifically prompted to think back to the options available to them at the time of purchase, half (51%) of
Accepted RTO customers claimed to have no other payment options open to them.
For those that did have other payment options available to them, more would have relied on saving up (26%), or
borrowing money from friends or family/selling something (20%) to fund their purchase elsewhere. Only 17%
mentioned being able to use a debit card/cash and just 7% a credit card.
Hav ing the means to use an alternative payment method was unsurprisingly higher among those with
comparatively higher incomes (56%) of those with an income of over £12,000 a year.
The results indicate that the majority of Accepted customers think they have few viable alternative payment
options available to them, particularly if they feel they need to make an immediate purchase.
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3.5. Choice of RTO retailer over other providers
Accepted customers cited a range of factors which influenced their decision to purchase from an RTO retailer,
however, having used them before (37%), feeling it was their only option as they could not get credit elsewhere
(29%) and having low weekly repayments (22%) were most commonly mentioned. Being a convenient store also
plays a part (16%) but only 5% mentioned insurances or warranties as a driver.
When asked to identify the main reason for purchasing from the RTO retailer, for the largest proportion, four in
ten, it was the belief that it was the only way they could get their product. This was particularly key among those
buying white goods (52%). A further 26% chose to purchase their product from their RTO retailer because they
had the lowest weekly repayments, and this was the biggest driver for those buying electronics.

3.6. Payment options
Driv ers of specific repayment agreement
Two factors were most important for Accepted customers when considering their RTO agreement – keeping
weekly repayments down (49%) and simply being accepted (30%). For those buying furniture being accepted
was the most crucial factor. Keeping the overall cost down was a not a key consideration (15%).
Figure 4: Priorities when taking out a RTO agreement

Base: Accepted customers rep (498)

Base: Accepted customers rep – Electronics (167), Furniture
(7 7), White goods (145), Computer/phone (107)

Weekly Repayments
The majority (80%) of Accepted customers claimed to be aware of the length of time over which they had
agreed to spread their payments and 81% said that they had been provided with different payment term
options. There was more negativity among former RTO customers – 28% claimed not to have been provided
with payment term options.
Awareness of the weekly payment value was also high, with 86% of Accepted customers being able to state the
amount they believed they repay per week. Of this group, over half (55%) said they were paying more than
£1 0 per week.
More than half (58%) of Accepted customers claimed they could have increased their weekly repayments if they
needed too. This was higher among those who bought Electronics (65%), those buying non-essential products
(7 2%), male customers (67%) and those who stated they had alternative payment options (64%), although 53%
of those without other payments options still stated they could have increased their repayments. Just over a
third (34%) of Accepted customers believed they could have paid an additional £10 or more per week for
their product.
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This result should be considered in the light of findings from the qualitative research conducted earlier in 2018.
Accepted customers were seen to have overconfidence in their ability to keep paying and projection bias –
underestimating the possibility of change – was also widely observed. This hampered customers’ attempts to
assess affordability; they failed to anticipate the possibility of any future negative changes in their financial
situation such as a job loss, reduction in benefits or domestic ‘emergency’ e.g. washing machine breaking down.
Figure 5: Able to increase payments

Base: Accepted customers rep (498) Base: Accepted customers rep who ‘would have been able to pay a little
more per week’ (291)
Awareness of the positive impact repaying more per week would have was mixed among Accepted customers.
While most understood that paying more per week would mean they would pay the money back faster (68%),
only 37% made the link that this would mean they would pay less in total interest.
Ov erall cost
The weekly repayment amount appeared to resonate much more with customers than the overall product price.
Awareness of the overall cost of their product was lower, with only 4 4% able to state the total amount they
would have to pay overall (compared to 86% for weekly repayments).
83% of Accepted customers claimed the weekly repayment amount was important to them, compared to 60%
for the overall product price.
Despite low awareness of the overall product prices, there was an understanding that overall costs would be
higher at an RTO retailer. When buying their product from their RTO retailer, 83% of Accepted customers
believed that it would be at least the same or more expensive than buying the product elsewhere (22% the same,
61 % more expensive).
Just under two thirds (62%) claimed to have looked at the product price (defined as the basic price before any
ex tras such as interest charges or delivery are added on). One quarter (23%) of these customers did not
compare the price elsewhere. 41% recognised that this price was more expensive than for a similar product
elsewhere (this is equivalent to 26% of all Accepted customers).

3.7. Perceptions of decision
Just over three quarters (77%) of Accepted customers believed that their RTO agreement was the best option
av ailable to them at the time. This was slightly lower among those who had shopped around before purchasing,
but still high at 7 0%. This was linked to Accepted customers’ perceptions that they have no alternative
options available.
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Believing the RTO agreement was the best option available to them at the time was also higher among those
buying essential products (80%) and those who did not have any other payment options (87%).
Affordable weekly payments (20%) and a poor financial situation (17%) were the key reasons for believing RTO
was their best option at the time.
Figure 6: Was an RTO the best option?

Base: Accepted customers rep (498)
One in fiv e Accepted customers regretted buying their product from the RTO retailer. This rose to 33% of those
who considered purchasing elsewhere. Regret was closely linked to experiencing difficulties making
repayments, having to cut back on spending elsewhere to make repayments and r eceiving a worse deal than
ex pected. The over-riding reason for this was the total cost of the product being expensive (84%). 23% also
claimed they had to pay late fees and 21% regretted their choice due to the quality of their product not being as
good as they had expected.
1 5% of Accepted customers claimed that using a rent to own agreement worked out to be a worse deal than they
had expected. The main driver of this was the total amount paid being more than expected (7 0%). That being
said, the majority (83%) of Accepted customers believed it was for the best the RTO retailer approved their
application and 65% of current customers would consider using Rent to Own to buy again in the future.
Former customers, however, showed a slightly different picture with 26% claiming that using a rent to own
agreement worked out to be a worse deal than they had expected, only 66% believed it was for the best that the
RTO retailer approved their application and only 42% would consider using Rent to Own to buy again in
the future.
While the majority claim that buying their product from an RTO retailer was the best option for them, around
one in five Accepted customers have experienced financial difficulties making repayments. 1 8% of Accepted
customers said they had experienced difficulty paying for their product and almost a quarter (23%) have had to
cut back on spending elsewhere in order to make sure they could meet their repayments.
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5

5

The names of the case studies have been masked
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4. Declined applicants
4.1. Profile of research participants
The demographic profile of declined customers interviewed is illustrated in Figure 7 below.
Figure 7: Demographic profile of Declined applicant participants

Base: Declined applicants rep (261)
Declined applicants were more likely to be male and in the younger age groups than Accepted customers.
However, their financial characteristics were similar – the majority (59%) were not employed and 67 % of those
who stated their household income said that it was under £18,000. Few have access to ready cash – nearly half
(48%) had no savings and only 16% said they had savings of £500 or more.

4.2. Financial situation
As with Accepted customers, one half of Declined applicants were struggling to keep on top of their bills and
credit commitments including 21% who were falling behind with these commitments.
Nearly one in three Declined applicants had missed a non RTO payment, such as a utility bill or council tax
pay ment in the last six months and nearly half had experienced emotional problems such as anxiety and stress
due to their financial difficulties.
The reported financial situation of Declined applicants was therefore similar to Accepted customers and for a
comparable number (10%) this had reached a serious point where they had sought financial help from a
professional debt management or advice organisation in the last six months.
Despite this, Declined applicants were more positive about the future with 85% agreeing that their financial
situation will get better in the future (compared to 77% of Accepted customers).
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Figure 8: Agreement with statements about money management

Base: Declined applicants rep (261)

4.3. Product sought
Declined applicants were most likely to be seeking electronics (41%) followed by computers/phones (26%) then
furniture (18%) and finally white goods (13%). The most sought after individual products were TVs (25%),
mobile phones (15%), music systems (13%) and sofas (13%). This differed from Accepted customers in that
Declined customers were seeking more electronic items and fewer white goods.
Linked to this differing product focus, nearly half of Declined applicants (44%) wanted their new product
because it was a better or newer v ersion of their current model (rather than it being a replacement for a broken
item). And as a result, more, 49%, claimed it as a product they could easily or possibly have gone without.
Seeking an ‘upgrade’ was most common for those seeking electronics or furniture and these products were also
less likely to be claimed as essential compared to other products.

4.4. Choice of RTO retailer over other providers
When asked why Declined applicants chose to go to a RTO retailer instead of getting their product another way,
the most common reasons were due to the low weekly repayments (33%) and feeling that this was the only
option open to them (31%).
There were also mentions of the store being convenient (18%), having used them before (15%) or receiving a
recommendation from friends/family (12%). However, less than 10% mentioned specific features such as the
returns facility, warranties, insurance or delivery/installation. Similarly only 8% said that low overall cost
was a driver.
The key difference to Accepted customers was that Declined customers placed more importance on weekly
repayments whereas Accepted customers had more habitual behaviour i.e. they had used them before.

4.5. Alternative behaviour
One half of Declined applicants went on to buy the product they were seeking elsewhere (51%). Older age
groups and those seeking furniture and white goods were most likely to buy the product elsewhere. While
y ounger age groups, those with lower level incomes or savings and those seeking electronics/computers were
more likely to go without.
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Figure 9: Whether went without product or bought elsewhere

Base: Declined applicants rep (261), seeking Electronic (106), Furniture (46), White goods (34),
Computer/phone (68), 18-34 (154), 35-54 (70), 55+ (31).
Nearly half purchasing their product elsewhere bought from a high street or online retailer (48%) with nearly a
quarter buying second hand (23%). A further 11% turned to another rent to own retailer.
Of those buying elsewhere (excluding other RTO retailers), a mix of payment types were used with half saving
up or sourcing funds/product from friends/family. One third paid by cash/debit card but v ery few were able to
av ail of credit (3% credit card, 3% flexible payment agreement, 3% catalogue credit).
Figure 10: Method of paying for product bought elsewhere
Source of funding

%

Cash/debit card

34%

Sav ed up

20%

Gifted to me

1 5%

Borrowed from friends/family

1 0%

Money owed to me

4%

Credit card or store card

3%

Flexible payment agreement

3%

Catalogue credit

3%

Base: Declined applicants buying elsewhere excluding from another RTO (111).
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The majority of Declined applicants (69%) who went without their product said that they thought the RTO
retailer had been their only option for purchasing this product. This was similar across all genders, ages and
product types sought.
A similar proportion felt that they suffered consequences as a result of going without, particularly t hose seeking
white goods.
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Figure 11: Consequences of Declined applicants going without their product

Base: Declined applicants who went without their product (121), seeking Electronic (50), Furniture (19),
White Goods (14), Computer/phone (33). CAUTION low base size for certain products.

4.6. Perceptions of decision
Ov erall 52% of Declined applicants felt that it would have been better if the store had approved their
application. Conversely 36% felt that it was for the best that the store declined with the remainder saying they
didn’t know (6%) or something else (6%), for example that it made no difference. This was consistent across
most demographic groups and product types sought.
Those who went without their product were significantly more likely to say it would have been better if the store
had approved their application (64%) compared to those who bought their product elsewhere (40%). Indeed,
most declined applicants felt that buying their product elsewhere was the best option available to them at the
time (7 3%).
The majority of declined applicants (64%) remain open to considering RTO in the future and this is higher
among those who went without their product (7 4%) compared to those who bought elsewhere (58%).
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5. Walkaways
5.1. Profile of Walkaways
The demographic profile of Walkaways is illustrated in Figure 12 below.
Figure 12: Demographic profile of Walkaways

Base: Walkaways (251)
Walkaways were more likely to be female and in the younger age groups. While still having incomes at the lower
end of the scale, their employment and income position appeared to be better than both Accepted customers
and Declined applicants as they were significantly more likely to be employed and 48% of those who were
willing to answer said that their household income was under £18,000 (compared to around two thirds of
Accepted customers and Declined Applicants).
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5.2. Financial situation
Walkaways had similar characteristics to Accepted customers and Declined applicants, but were more likely to
be aware of their level of debt, only 15% agreeing that they hadn’t added up their debts because they didn’t want
to know what they owe (compared to 26% of Accepted customers and 23% of Declined applicants).
Figure 13: Agreement with statements about money management

Base: Walkaways (251)
Almost one half (46%) of Walkaways were struggling to keep on top of their bills and credit commitments
however only 16% were falling behind with these commitments (compared to 21% for Declined applicants).
Just over a quarter (28%) of Walkaways had missed a non RTO payment, such as a utility bill or council tax
pay ment in the last six months and nearly a third had experienced emotional problems such as anxiety and
stress due to their financial difficulties.
Perhaps linked to their better knowledge of their level of debt, Walkaways were slightly more likely to have
sought financial help from a professional debt management or advice organisation in the last six months (14%
compared to 1 2% for Accepted customers and 10% for Declined applicants).
These results suggest that Walkaways are starting from a slightly better baseline position than Accepted
customers or Declined applicants – they have higher levels of employment and income, greater awareness of
their debts and a slightly more proactive approach to debt problems.

5.3. Product sought
Walkaways were most likely to be seeking electronics (35%) followed by computers/phones (23%), white goods
(22%) then furniture (18%). The most sought after individual products were TV s (27%), sofas (14%), laptops
(1 2%) and washer/dryers (11%).
The largest proportion of Walkaways (42%) wanted a new product because it was a better or newer version of
their current model. As a result, 52% claimed it as a product they could easily or possibly have gone without.
Seeking an ‘upgrade’ was most common for those seeking electronics or furniture and these products were also
less likely to be claimed as essential than those who were seeking white goods.
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5.4. Choice of RTO retailer over other providers
While the list of reasons for choosing to consider an RTO for this product were similar to Accepted customers
and Declined Applicants, Walkaways were more likely to focus on the low weekly repayments rather than
convenience or certain acceptance.
37 % of Walkaways chose to go to the RTO retailer due to the low weekly repayments. This was higher among
those purchasing white goods (40%) and electronics (40%). Other deciding factors included, the belief that the
RTO retailer was their only option (26%), flexible repayments (9%), the convenience of the store (7 %) and
hav ing used the retailer before (7 %).

5.5. Alternative behaviour
Cost was the main driver of Walkaways not pursuing an RTO application. 35% claimed it was cheaper to buy
their product elsewhere and 21% said the interest charged was too high making the repayments too costly. Costs
was more of a driver for those purchasing electronics or a computer/phone.
More than two thirds (69%) of Walkaways went on to get the product they were seeking elsewhere, compared to
only 51% of declined applicants. Younger age groups and those seeking computers/phones and white goods
were most likely to buy the product elsewhere. While older age groups and those seeking electronics or
furniture were more likely to go without.
Figure 14: Whether went without product or bought elsewhere

Base: Walkaways (251), seeking Electronic (88), Furniture (46), White goods (55), Computer/phone (58), 1 834 (1 40), 35-54 (84), 55+ (24).
60% of Walkaways seeking their product elsewhere bought from a high street or online retailer, with a further
1 9% buying second hand. Only 4% turned to another rent to own retailer, compared to 11% of those who had
their application declined.
Of those buying elsewhere (excluding other RTO retailers), a mix of payment types were used with most either
using cash/debit card, saving up or sourcing funds/product from friends/family.
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Figure 15: How paid for product bought elsewhere
Source of funding

%

Cash/debit card

38%

Sav ed up

1 2%

Borrowed from friends/family

1 2%

Gifted to me

1 0%

Flexible payment agreement

8%

Credit card or store card

6%

Got it free

3%

Base: Walkaways buying elsewhere excluding from another RTO (156), <3% not shown
Walkaways were more able to use other forms of credit such as a flexible payment agreement (8%) or credit
card or store card (6%) compared to Declined applicants (3% for both payment types) but it appears that these
credit options were still only accessible to a small minority.
For those who bought their product elsewhere, the overall product price was the key consideration and
61 % felt this was cheaper than using an RTO. Only 14% of Walkaways claimed they had to put in a lot of effort
to find an alternative way to buy their product, and the majority (92%) were comfortable with their alternative
way of paying.
Of those walkaways who went without their product, half (52%) said that they thought the RTO retailer had
been their only option for purchasing the product. While sizeable, this is lower than for declined applicants
where nearly seven in ten (69%) felt the RTO was their only option.
A similar proportion (51%) felt that they suffered consequences as a result of going without, particularly those
seeking white goods.
Figure 16: Consequences of Walkaways going without their product

Base: Walkaways who went without their product (71)
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5.6. Perceptions of decision
Just over three quarters (77%) of Walkaways believed it was for the best that they didn’t choose to get their
product from the RTO retailer. Conversely 17% felt that it would have been better if they had got the product
from the RTO retailer and 6% said they didn’t know. Those who went without their product were significantly
more likely to say it would have been better if they had got their product from the RTO retailer (27%) compared
to those who bought their product elsewhere (11%).
Most walkaways who bought their product elsewhere felt that this was the best option available to them at the
time (83%). When asked why they said that, the overall cost of the product was mentioned most often.
Ov er half of walkaways (54%) remain open to considering RTO in the future, however those who went on to buy
their product elsewhere were less likely to consider Rent to Own again (53%) compared to those who went
without (59%).
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